
 
Good morning, 

 

Time has been described as many things: The great equalizer, precious, a commodity, a healer, and 

fleeting. 

 

But there’s one thing time is not: limitless.  

 

The Wall Street Journal article below comes with great timing ahead of Father’s Day, and has an important 

message about how we can make the most of our time with our loved ones. The stress and uncertainty of 

the past few years in a pandemic has certainly strengthened many peoples’ resolve in that regard. 

 

The market this past week has also caused a lot of stress and uncertainty, and as our CIO Larry Adam 

pointed out in the article we shared earlier this week, 

 

“Investors are continually searching for answers on the questions of whether the economy will enter a 

recession, whether inflation is on a descent, and whether or not the Federal Reserve (Fed) can achieve a 

soft landing. This nervous energy has led to volatile swings in the financial markets as investors recalibrate 

expectations after each and every data point or headline,”  
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Only more time will give us the answers, so let's enjoy the time we have between now and then. 

 

We hope these additional articles help to inform and inspire your actions in the coming days.   

 

Wishing you a rich and meaningful Father’s Day. 

 

Penned by Trevor Johnson 
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